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Abstract

The article develops a conceptual framework for the interplay between evaluation and governance and explores key functions of evaluation in democratic governance, mainly the accountability and improvement function. Using this framework contributes to knowledge of how governance affects evaluation and evaluation systems, and how evaluation may contribute to policy or governance change. Functions of evaluation are explored as effects of evaluative information produced by different evaluations on the one hand, and as evaluation system effects on the other. The framework can be used to map out and explore the interplay between evaluation and governance in different policy sectors. Program theory methodology is used to unpack the assumptions underlying evaluation in the state and network models of governance. The program theories can be used to illuminate and discuss how evaluation should work in different models of democratic governance, as well as for empirical research of the interplay between governance and evaluation.
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Introduction

Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) are highly regarded in today’s society, which has led to increasing demand for them and to great expectations regarding what they will deliver. It is assumed that M&E support democratic governance and promote accountability and policy and program improvement (Weiss, 1999; Schwandt, 2002; Mark & Henry, 2004; Hansson, 2006; Pollitt, 2006). However, research has shown that when it comes to the governance of public policy, M&E also have other functions, some of which are symbolic (Boswell, 2009; Hanberger, 2011; Power, 1997, 2007; Schneider & Ingram, 1997). M&E may also have unexpected effects and consequences (Alderson & Wall, 1993; Cousins & Leithwood, 1986; Cousins et al., 2004; Hanberger, 2011; Hansson, 2006; Lindgren, 2006, 2011; Leeuw & Furubo, 2008; Perrin, 1998; Plottu & Plottu, 2009; Schaumburg-Müller, 2005; Shulha & Cousins, 1997; Strathern, 2000; Valovirta, 2002; Weiss, 1979). There is clearly a dearth of knowledge regarding how M&E work and function in different models of governance. This article contributes to knowledge of the interplay between evaluation and governance, and of the functions of evaluation systems in democratic governance.

With evaluators, inspectors, NGOs, the media, and other reviewers monitoring and evaluating those in power, current programs, and policies, we have arrived at a situation of overlapping evaluations and an abundance of evaluative information. Policy makers interpret the value and implications of different evaluations before focusing on a single evaluation and using it to improve policy. A problem is that “in the real world, multiple evaluations of the same policy tend to be non-cumulative and non-complementary. Their methods and findings diverge widely, making it hard to reach a single authoritative or at least consensual judgement about the past and draw clear-cut lessons from it” (Bovens, ’t Hart & Kuipers, 2006:321).

Due to this situation and to the political implications of evaluations, those concerned with and affected by an evaluation not only pay attention to its actual findings but also to other factors such as the questions that were not raised, ulterior motives, validity issues, and the negative effects of measurements. In the broader policy and accountability environment, the findings are discussed together with other knowledge and endeavours. The political, social, and cultural implications of evaluation are interpreted in a context in which the wider implications and functions of evaluation are considered equally important (Behn, 2001; Bovens, ’t Hart & Kuipers, 2006; Boswell, 2009; Klijn, 2008; Dahler-Larsen, 2007, 2010; Hanberger, 2011; Vedung, 1997).

If more attention is paid to the governance structure in which evaluation is embedded, we can arrive at a better understanding of the implications of evaluation in public policy and governance (Bovens, ’t Hart & Kuipers, 2006; Cousins & Leithwood, 1986; Hertting & Vedung, 2012). There is also a need for discussion of how to study the implications of evaluation in the context of governance, and for development of approaches to studying the implications of evaluation and the interplay of evaluation and governance. Generally, M&E might contrib-
ute to improving existing programs and policies and maintaining the established governance model, or they can provide new insights to be considered in the policy and governance discourse that can eventually contribute to change in policy and governance. However, how evaluation works in the real world of governance is still a scarcely explored domain.

The purpose of this article is to discuss the interplay of evaluation and governance and to develop a conceptual framework for exploring this interplay and key functions of evaluation in democratic governance. The focus is on two functions of evaluation, namely accountability and improvement, but the framework also takes into account four further functions that evaluation may have in democratic governance, namely, critical, learning, legitimization, and symbolic functions. As the functions of evaluation are not clearly articulated in democracy and governance theories, there is a need to suggest how evaluation can be assumed to work in different models of governance. Therefore this article also explores assumptions in relation to two models of democratic governance (the state/local/regional model and the network model), and discusses how evaluation steering can support the two models.

The article begins with a discussion of evaluation steering in relation to different models of governance. Next, key functions of evaluation in democratic governance are discussed in relation to three models of decentralized governance. A framework is then developed based on the previous discussion and theories, and two program theories for evaluation in democratic governance are developed. Finally, the article discusses implications of the framework for democratic governance and evaluation practice.

Theoretical considerations

Evaluation steering

Evaluation steering, that is, how evaluation is set up to meet the needs of governance, is based on different assumptions and involves different steering mechanisms in different models of governance. In new public management (NPM), for example, evaluation steering implies that M&E meets the needs of NPM, or in other words, promotes transparency, performativity, and accountability (Han- sen, 2008; Pollitt, 1995; Power, 1997, Rist, 2006; Rhodes, 1997; Vedung, 2010). Adapting evaluation to serve democratic governance may mean different things, for example, steering evaluation to serve the needs of the political and administrative elite or the needs of the wider policy community (Chelimsky, 2006; Hanberger, 2006; House & Howe, 1999; MacDonald, 1976, 1978; MacTaggert, 1991; Ryan, 2004; Keane, 2008).

In the present special issue, Hanne Foss Hansen uses the term “systemic evaluation governance” to identify evaluation steering in a broader field:

SEG [Systemic evaluation governance] is defined as evaluation carried out with steering ambitions and targeted at several actors in a field. SEG for example may be targeted at several organisations in an organisational field, e.g., a policy sector, as is the case when educa-
tional institutions are benchmarked aiming at supporting free user choice, or it may be targeted at several nation states, as is the case in relation to the Open Coordination Method at the European Union level (Foss Hansen, 2012: 48).

Evaluation steering can also be explored in relation to the governance doctrines behind four different waves of evaluation (Vedung, 2010). For example, in the neo-liberal wave (NPM) evaluation has become a “permanent feature of results-based management and of outsourcing” (ibid., 273), and in the evidence-based wave, evaluations, meta-analysis and systematic reviews (p.274) are used to compile evidence-based knowledge to promote evidence-based practice (cf. Hansen & Rieper, 2009). Evaluation steering has facilitated the evolution of evaluation waves and contributed to maintaining governance doctrines. As indicated, evaluation steering implies different things in different models of governance.

Functions of evaluation in democratic governance
A key function of evaluation in governance is the promotion of democratic accountability. Democratic accountability is many-sided, for there are many principal–agent relationships in a representative democracy (Behn, 2001; Hanberger, 2009; Mulgan, 2003). Hanberger (2009) discusses democratic accountability in relation to three models of decentralized governance, and shows how evaluation can be used to support democratic accountability. He highlights how the governance structure frames and affects evaluation.

In the state model, elements of a state’s strong administrative system are used to implement state policies and programs through municipalities (cf. Lindvall & Rothstein, 2006:50). State inspectors, auditors, and evaluators evaluate (review) the implementation and performance of state policy on behalf of elected representatives. These evaluations can be used to hold lower levels of government and administration to account. Democratic control can also take place when citizens vote in general elections for a government to stay in power or vote for candidates from opposition parties. Hence, when holding governments to account, elected representatives and citizens can use all kinds of evaluative information regarding how the government has performed its tasks, implemented policies and programs, exercised its power and so forth. This model is in play when elected representatives constitute the government, when the government holds lower levels of government to account, and when citizens also act as accountability holders when voting.

The local-regional model relates to decentralized governance emerging from local and regional government. Discretion with regard to local and regional policy making can be more or less limited by the state, and may vary between policy sectors (cf. Lidström, 2004; Montin, 2002). Municipal auditors monitor local government and municipal policy on behalf of the elected representatives in the Swedish system and thus act as agents for the local or regional assembly. They can also act directly as reviewers for the citizenry. Citizens can control local and
region, government directly in elections, and citizens’ organizations can also undertake reviews to hold those in power to account for local or regional policy. Democratic accountability is at work when elected officials use municipal audits to hold local governments to account for promises made, and when citizens use these audits to exercise their own democratic control.

In the multi-actor or network model, the national and local government share power with other actors, and join networks and partnerships in order to resolve pressing problems and challenges. This model, sometimes referred to as network governance (Hertting and Vedung, 2012), also includes multi-level governance in which power is shared between levels of government and between non-governmental actors or institutions, and thus also includes governance in the civil and private sphere. When assessed against the prerequisites for accountability in representative democracy, the conditions for accountability are weak in this model (cf. Weber, 1999: 482). But if the conditions for accountability are interpreted from a discursive democratic perspective, this model is the only one that addresses new forms of democratic accountability (Behn, 2001). An evaluation that supports democratic accountability in network governance takes into account key actors’ knowledge and information needs. It should thus use a variety of evaluation criteria, including different actors’ criteria of fairness and success. The function of democratic accountability is in play when stakeholders and citizens use evaluation as a source of information in holding those responsible to account, including politicians, administrators, and professionals.

The above paragraphs indicate that the evaluative information that facilitates accountability differs in the three models of decentralized governance. Policy and program improvement is another key function of evaluation in democratic governance. The three governance models can also be used to illustrate how the policy improvement function can be promoted by evaluation. The state model needs evaluative information concerning how policy instruments work. These instruments include regulative instruments (e.g., laws and rules and regulations), economic instruments (e.g., government grants), and information instruments (e.g., program objectives). Likewise, the local-regional model needs evaluative information about policy instruments developed by local governments. Evaluations that promote policy improvement in multi-actor or network governance should focus on such things as how collaboration and collective action works (Hertting & Vedung, 2012).

Evaluation can also have a critical function, that is, it can promote deliberation regarding a policy’s core assumptions, objectives, or instruments, or about the governance model adopted. This function can be promoted by independent evaluation researchers (Määttä & Rantala, 2007).

Evaluation can also promote learning in governance. The learning function is distinctive and implies that the evaluation process is more or less integrated into the policy process. In other words, learning takes place continuously in a learning organization (Schaumburg-Müller, 2005). The state and local-regional model need evaluations to support elite learning, whereas the network model needs evaluations to facilitate collective learning.
Evaluation can also fill a legitimization function (Boswell, 2009; Hanberger, 2011), for example to help legitimize the governance model adopted or a policy that is being implemented.

If an evaluation (system) is treated as an artifact and used in a tokenistic way, it fills a symbolic function in governance.

Although evaluation can fulfill all these functions in democratic governance, the focus of this article is on the accountability and improvement function. The prerequisites for different functions differ, and a few are the same for almost all functions (e.g., evaluation should be of acceptable quality, accurate, relevant and credible). Hanberger’s (2011) analysis of the common and specific prerequisites for various functions of evaluation (and response systems) in multi-actor policy making also informs the framework.

Framework
The framework developed on the basis of the above theories implies that the governance structure in which public policy and evaluation are embedded affects evaluation (Figure 1). It also recognizes that governance models may change as actors and institutions change, and that evaluation may contribute to policy and governance change.

A distinction is made between three types of evaluation that differ in structure, scope, and the knowledge produced. Type I evaluation refers to an M&E system that is indicator-based, producing continuous evaluative information on inputs, processes and outputs/outcomes of policies and programs. Type I evaluation may focus on the “M”, in which case it mainly collects data on inputs and/or outputs for the purpose of monitoring implementation, or on the “E”, in which case it focuses more on compiling outcome and performance measures indicating such things as achievement of objectives (for a further discussion, see Rist, 2006). In both cases the M&E systems produce streams of quantitative evaluative information (Stame, 2006).

Type II evaluation refers to stand-alone studies that generate quantitative and/or qualitative knowledge. A specific evaluation can make use of information produced by a type I evaluation, but consists of systematic inquiries, analyses, and assessments.

Type III evaluation refers to studies that synthesize and compile knowledge from a number of type II and I evaluations and other relevant studies.

The above categorization of evaluations differs somewhat from the four streams of evaluative knowledge discussed by other researchers (Stame, 2006: x). However, it enables us to explore the interplay of governance and evaluation, and the functions of evaluations in governance.

An evaluation system can be set up to maintain a governance structure or governance model, and within this structure or model it may fulfill an accountability and policy improvement function, for example. Thus the framework illustrated in Figure 1 takes into account that evaluation is framed by a governance structure (model) that confines and governs it. Evaluation can also have the main
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function of maintaining or reforming the governance structure, that is, providing knowledge that eventually contributes to changing the governance structure (indicated by the upward pointing arrow). The governance structure to be explored may be a combination of the governance models discussed in the previous section or something different, such as an NPM model.

Figure 1: Framework to study functions of evaluation in democratic governance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance model: key features, objectives, M&amp;E needs</th>
<th>functions of evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation steering</td>
<td>Actors and organizations use evaluative knowledge for:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation impact</td>
<td>(a) (policy report)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- policy (program) improvement
- accountability
- critical
- learning
- legitimization
- symbolic

Figure 1 provides a conceptual framework for exploring the interplay of governance and evaluation. It presents key concepts and their relations, and allows for different analyses:

- Describing the features and objectives of a governance model and what knowledge it needs clarifies how the governance model embeds evaluation and the M&E needs.
- Unpacking program theories for evaluation in different models of governance contributes to normative and empirical knowledge of evaluation in governance.

*The specific prerequisites for fulfilling a particular function differ. A few prerequisites are the same for almost all functions. Most functions require that the evaluation should maintain acceptable quality, be accurate, relevant and credible (see Hanberger, 2011 for a discussion of the common and specific prerequisites for various functions).

When any evaluation or evaluation system is initiated, those in charge have expectations regarding what knowledge requirements it should meet and what functions it should serve. The intended functions may change over time or when governments change. Hence, an evaluation system may not always be guided by the original set of intentions, and may come to have different intended functions.
• Exploring the real functions of evaluation in democratic governance contributes to knowledge of the implications of evaluation in governance.

The framework allows for two ways of exploring the functions of evaluation in governance: through the evaluative knowledge produced and through the system. Type I evaluation (M&E systems) produces ongoing evaluative information; type II (single studies) produces specific knowledge of a policy, program, or organization; and type III evaluation (synthesis studies) produces generic knowledge. The first way (arrow a) can be filtered through a policy report. The evaluation system can have functions such as legitimizing a certain governance model or justifying more state inspections in a policy domain (arrow b). The same evaluation or evaluation system can fulfill different functions for different actors and organizations.

The framework pays attention to six functions that evaluation can have in democratic governance (improvement, accountability, critical, learning, legitimization, and symbolic). The symbolic function is included to remind us that evaluation (systems) may eventually fill a symbolic or tactical function, but this function is not explored in this article (Hanberger, 2011). The functions that evaluation eventually has in the real world of governance depend on factors such as the governance structure, the effectiveness of evaluation steering, how actors and organizations interpret and use evaluation in relation to their own preferences and strategies, stakeholders’ and organizations’ engagement during the evaluation process, their trust in the knowledge produced, and anticipation of future evaluations.

Program theory for evaluation

It is important to establish the assumptions underpinning evaluation in different models of democratic governance because they are not the same in all models of governance. A public agency or organization may have an evaluation policy that makes the assumptions visible or it may be more or less veiled (cf. Hanberger, 2003, 2011).

One way of unpacking the assumptions underpinning evaluation is to apply a program theory methodology, that is, to reconstruct program theories for evaluation in democratic governance. The program theory consists of assumptions of how an evaluation system can achieve its intended effects in different models of governance.

It is recognized that different notions of democratic governance are based on different ideas about how accountability and policy improvement can be realized. Furthermore, governments, opposition parties, and stakeholders may not all share the same assumptions regarding how evaluation should contribute to policy improvement. Hence, there is a need to decide whose intentions and assumptions one should reconstruct (Leeuw, 2003).

Frans Leeuw (2006) illustrates how program theory methodology can be used to illuminate underlying assumptions regarding how evaluation systems can achieve their intended effects using the examples of the Dutch National Audit...
Office (NAO), the Dutch Inspectorate for Education, and the Research, Statistics and Information Centre of the Ministry of Justice. The first two are briefly discussed here.

A program theory was reconstructed based on a significant number of studies of the type of evaluative knowledge the NAO collects for auditing. The theory makes explicit the NAO’s assumptions about how a governmental actor can operate to achieve effective policy through responding and taking action in response to audits. Briefly, the NAO assumes that in order to be an effective and efficient policy actor, a public agency should comply with rules and regulations while developing and implementing a policy or program, should continuously act as a rational and learning actor in order to optimize implementation, and should improve conduct and routines if criticized by auditors (p. 86). This program theory focuses on organizational mechanisms, including information systems, coordination, cost-benefit analysis, planning, documentary evidence and audits (p. 85–87). Leeuw emphasizes that the Dutch NAO does not base auditing on research, which brings to the fore the importance of leadership in public organizations, the attitudes and cultures within them, and trust and commitment. The latter factors are at least “as important as the administrative-procedural factors that form the focus of the National Audit Office” (ibid., 87). The NAO’s program theory for auditing thus has limited theoretical support.

The Dutch Inspectorate for Education evaluates the quality of the Dutch education system. Leeuw focuses on assumptions regarding the way its inspections operate at the school level. Information on individual schools is collected through documents and interviews with school principals, teachers, some parents, and pupils/students. Statistics are also obtained from the Central Bureau for Statistics and prevailing studies and evaluations. The program theory is described as follows: “The more the Inspectorate evaluates the compliance of schools with rules and legislation, the more these schools will guarantee a basic level of education, and the more they will live up to these standards, and the more the quality of education is evaluated the more the schools will realize added value to the pupils” (ibid.: 90). Furthermore, the more the Inspectorate carries out compliance studies and school quality evaluation “the more policy makers and politicians will take notice of the Inspectorate’s report and will use the results” (ibid.: 91).

These two Dutch evaluation systems both assume that monitoring compliance with rules and regulations and quality controls contributes to improvement of policies, programs, and outcomes. The two program theories conceive of audit and inspection (evaluation) as a rational tool and assume that instrumental use of evaluative information will improve an organization’s effectiveness. These theories are also examples of how evaluation is assumed to fulfill an intertwined accountability and improvement function in governance.

Generally, program theory methodology can be applied in at least four ways in the context of governance. The researcher can unpack assumptions about how an evaluation (system) can achieve its intended effects (functions) according to

- democratic governance theories;
the assumptions of policy makers and evaluation system designers;
the assumptions of other key actors;
the researcher’s own assumptions.

The first and fourth approaches involve moving beyond the architects’ assumptions to consider the functions of evaluation from a governance perspective in which policy makers, system designers, evaluators, and other stakeholders have different roles. In this article two program theories for evaluation in democratic governance, reflecting the accountability and improvement function, are reconstructed according to the first and the fourth approach, matching the state and local or regional model of governance, and the network model of governance respectively.

The unpacked program theories can be helpful in promoting a better understanding of how two key functions of evaluation might work in different models of democratic governance. They can also be used to explore these functions in practice and probe whether the assumptions are valid or not.

| 1. Initiating an evaluation (system) | raises awareness of current conduct and practice in relation to what is measured/evaluated among accountability holders | anticipation of continuing evaluation and follow up |
| 2. Evaluative information/knowledge describes and critically assesses problems, processes, and performance | accountability holders discuss evaluation findings and current conduct and practice |
| 3. Administrators and politicians deliberate about policy and program continuation, improvement, or change | politicians decide about program revision, changing action plans if there is a perceived need to do so |
| 4. Lower-level bureaucrats/service producers are encouraged/forced to continue or change priorities | they comply with new demands/implement revised action plans if needed |
| 5. Follow-up of action taken in response to evaluation between elections | those elected hold administrators/administration to account and they in turn hold lower levels to account |
| 6. Citizens use evaluations while voting in election | (re)legitimization of old/revised or new policies, and the established governance model, or revision of the current governance model |

Box 1: Assumptions of how evaluation supports democratic governance and key functions in the state and local/regional model of governance
A general program theory for evaluation in democratic governance, reflecting how key functions, mainly the accountability and improvement function, are assumed to work in the state and local/regional model of governance is summarized in Box 1. It illuminates how the intertwined functions of accountability and improvement are assumed to work in a representative democracy governed by national and local governments. It is based on a traditional notion of democratic accountability (Mulgan, 2003) in which citizens and the elected are accountability holders (citizens hold the elected to account, and they in turn hold the administration to account) and governments are accountability holdees (held to account for action taken or not taken). Principal–agent relations follow the delegation of power from citizens via their elected representatives and governments down to street-level bureaucrats and professionals (cf. Behn, 2001; Hanberger, 2009). Basically, this is roughly how actors in representative democracy and the majority of citizens assume evaluation for improvement and accountability should function in democratic governance.

Assumptions 1, 3, and 4 imply that evaluation fulfills an improvement function; assumption 2 a critical appraisal and learning function; and assumptions 5 and 6 an accountability and legitimization function. The evaluation system creates expectations regarding upcoming evaluation; actors should anticipate the next evaluation or follow up, and take action to change the behaviour that the evaluation measures and accounts for. If an evaluation (system) promotes the six “chain-reactions” and functions specified in Box 1 in the real world of governance, it indicates that evaluation serves these models of democratic governance. The program theory also illustrates the interplay of governance and evaluation. The influence of governance on evaluation can become larger if supported by evaluation steering.

Evaluation is not assumed to work in the same way in network governance, mainly because there are many actors in the policy and accountability community who have legitimate roles in governance. Hence, a different program theory must be reconstructed to reflect the ideas of the network model. The assumptions regarding the two functions of evaluation in network governance are set out in Box 2. Assumptions that differ from those in Box 1 are indicated in bold.

As indicated, the assumptions underpinning evaluation in network governance are not quite the same as those in the local and state model of governance because in network governance many actors may act as both accountability holders and holdees. While the program theory for evaluation in the state model is based on a traditional notion of accountability with clear principal–agent relations, assumptions underpinning evaluation in the network model conceive of democratic accountability as conduct that involves the wider accountability environment (Behn, 2001). In network governance evaluation is also assumed to fulfill critical, learning, and legitimizing functions.

If the assumptions of the program theory do not correspond to the real world dynamics, the program theory may need revision. Alternatively, more resources or evaluation steering could facilitate the intended functions.
1. Initiating an evaluation (system) → raises awareness of current conduct and practice in relation to what is measured/evaluated among accountability holdees and accountability holders → anticipation of continuing evaluation and follow up
and
2. Evaluative information/knowledge describes and critically assesses problems, processes, and performance → accountability holdees and accountability holders discuss evaluation findings and current conduct and practice
and
3. the accountability environment (administrators, politicians, NGOs, citizens, etc.) deliberate about policy and program continuation, improvement, or change → accountability holdees decide about program revision, changing action plans if there is a perceived need to do so
and
4. Lower-level bureaucrats/service producers are encouraged/forced to continue or change priorities → accountability holdees take individual and mutual responsibility to implement revised programs and action plans if needed
and
5. Follow-up of action taken between elections → accountability holders (those elected, NGOs, and citizens) hold accountability holdees (national and local governments, administrations, and NGOs/active citizens) to account.
and
6. Citizens use evaluations between elections and while voting in elections → (re)legitimization of old/revised or new policies and the established network governance model, or revision of the governance model

Box 2: Assumptions of how evaluation supports democratic governance and key functions in network governance

Discussion
The framework developed in this article can be used to explore the interplay of governance and evaluation and to unfold the ideal and real functions of evaluation in different models of democratic governance. Three models of governance were used as examples of how governance affects evaluation. There is, however, a need to further explore this interplay in different models of governance (Howlett, 2009; Hansen, 2012; Hertting & Vedung, 2012). The framework presumes that the governance model in which evaluation is embedded influences what kind of evaluation exists in the first place, and that evaluation steering can promote the intended functions of evaluation. Functions of evaluation are explored as effects of evaluative information produced by different evaluations on the one hand, and as evaluation system effects (or constitutive effects) on the other.
The framework can, for example, be used to map out and compare prevailing evaluation (systems) and their functions in the social service or school sector. M&E systems are generally more institutionalized in the governance structure than stand-alone evaluations and could therefore have significant system effects. The ranking of municipalities’ elder care, for example, through the Swedish ranking system “Open Comparisons” (SALAR, 2012) is an example of systemic evaluation steering (Hansen, 2008, 2012) and soft governance (Kall, 2010), addressed to many actors in a service field. Research indicates that municipalities tend to prioritize work that is being measured, and some municipalities lower their sights as they consider an average ranking good enough (Lindgren, 2012). It is not known whether “open comparison” or other evaluation systems contribute to improving policy and practice or whether they result in suboptimal public service (see Vakkuri & Meklin, 2006, and Llewellyn & Northcott, 2005, for dysfunctions of evaluation systems). The framework can help to fill the knowledge gap between governance and evaluation in different sectors.

The two program theories for evaluation include five key functions. There is, however, a need to further explore how different functions of evaluation interact in democratic governance. Whether evaluation should play a critical function in democratic governance is not discussed much in the literature. However, a vital democracy needs critical evaluations, and maintaining an established governance structure or model cannot be said to be a fundamental democratic value. Although democratic governance can benefit from critical evaluation, those in power may not finance such evaluations. Hence, there is a need for developing evaluation policies that sustain evaluations which can operate without major restrictions, and there is also a need for independent evaluation agencies to balance the power over evaluation.

How an evaluation (system) describes a policy and policy effects is a political act in a world of symbols, ideologies, and power relations (cf. Furubo & Vestman, 2011; Hanberger, 2003; Stone, 1997; Van Helden et al., 2012; Weiss, 1988, 1999). When an evaluation expert, for example, suggests an evaluation system to match the needs of policy makers, this is a political act that supports a certain model of evaluation and governance. Evaluation as a political practice can also occur when an evaluator or evaluation institution undertakes evaluations for its own purposes (Dahler-Larsen, 2011; Furubo & Vestman, 2011). It is not just the governance model and evaluation steering that may affect evaluation, so may the actors and institutions involved in governance and evaluation.

The program theories for evaluation discussed are ideals. Policy makers and evaluation system designers may have different assumptions, particularly if they seek to use evaluation strategically to implement their own goals. However, few of them will admit to using evaluation to legitimize and substantiate policy (Boswell, 2009), or to using evaluation tactically or symbolically. And you will find no reference to this possibility in official documents. When explored through interviews with policy makers and evaluation system designers, and analysis of official documents, the program theory methodology will primarily
unfold assumptions associated with rationality and statements that are in line with acknowledged norms.

What implications does the framework have for democratic governance, evaluation steering, and evaluation practice? Generally, to maintain democratic governance, evaluations should be designed according to the knowledge and information needs of the existing governance model. To develop democratic governance, evaluation should contribute to the governance discourse by providing narratives on the advantages and disadvantages of existing and new policies, programs, and governance models.

Promoting the accountability and policy improvement function in the state and local-regional model of governance (Box 1) implies designing evaluation to scrutinize formal lines of accountability, focusing on achievement of the state’s objectives, and facilitating elite learning. By contrast, strengthening these functions in the network model of governance (Box 2) implies designing evaluation to reflect democratic accountability as it manifests itself in multi-actor policy making, seeking the acceptance of key actors for multiple evaluation criteria that reflect the main stakeholders’ knowledge and information needs, and facilitating collective learning.

If evaluation is conceived as embedded in governance, and explored while it interplays with governance, we can arrive at a better understanding of why and how an evaluation is designed the way it is, as well as why a policy or program is implemented and revised in a certain way. In the real world of governance, however, the three models of governance discussed here are mixed, and there are overlapping evaluation systems. Thus there is also a need for more research into how different evaluation systems interplay with governance.

It is hoped that this article will stimulate discussion on the role of evaluation in democratic governance and lead to further exploration of the interplay between governance and evaluation in theory and practice.
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Notes

1 See Bovens, ’t Hart & Kuipers (2006) for another approach to illuminating the roles and functions of policy evaluation in the broader politics of public policy making.

2 Evaluation is used as a generic concept referring to different kinds of evaluation. The context will tell if the term refers to stand-alone evaluations or M&E-systems or both. For the purpose of variation and to remind the reader of the generic use of evaluation I sometimes write M&E-system and evaluation (system).


4 For further discussion of democratic accountability in relation to the three models of decentralized governance, see Hanberger, 2009.

5 In Sweden municipal auditors are politicians without seats in the municipal assembly. They in turn commission experts to undertake audits including performance audits.

6 The policy and program improvement function is also referred to as the policy improvement function or simply the improvement function.